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Abstract: In article are considered questions of increase of efficiency of state management by the higher school
in the Republic of Tatarstan and its influence on society. The ways of improving the state-public management
education are offered. It reveals its essence consisting in creation of real conditions for a combination of the
public and state forms of education management at all its levels, in an optimum combination of the state and
public projects in interests of the person, society and the authorities.
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INTRODUCTION of management of education at all levels of educational

Taking into account that public and economic projects in interests of the person, society and the
realities of the end of last century became serious test for authorities.
the Russian higher school, activity of universities and Really, the public infrastructure of the educational
increase of its efficiency become the most important sphere is presented now by a network of state and public
research trends of economists, sociologists, teachers  and and public organizations of various level and the
psychologists. Thus, fundamental is the understanding of appointment, actively participating in the solution of
dependence between efficiency of educational process problems of reforming, developing of cultural and
and intensity of interuniversity communications by educational, scientific and other functions. Activity of
creation of common interuniversity scientific and these organizations has scientific-methodical and
educational space. organizational-coordination character. In present

New realities, in which universities should work, conditions these functions leave for a disciplinary and
demand revision  of  traditional  schemes  of  management. institutional framework and become a prerogative of much
In this regard, one of the main tasks, which has to be wider social groups [1].
solved in the course of reforming of Russian education is Therefore recently arises more and more different
a transition to a new paradigm of the higher education, partnership in which management reminds coordinating.
that will allow to turn  it  into  the  sphere  of  the  active Each subject of management activity and management
force introduction of public, into object of social action, interaction with partners comprehends, realizes and
social creativity. proves the importance of the revealed problems and aims.

Increase of Efficiency of the State and Public himself interpretation of common aims of education
Management by the Higher School in Tatarstan management. It allows him to decide on that role which he
Republic: State and public approach to management of sees for himself in the management activity and
education becomes today one of leading tendencies and management interaction with partners. It is not a question
fundamental difference of modernization of education at of a choice to him the functions in management of
the present stage. Its essence consists in creation of real education. They, as a rule, are defined from the outside, in
conditions for a combination of the public and state forms particular due to objective regularities. Vision of the role

system, in an optimum combination of the state and public

According to it, he looks for and finds acceptable for
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in management of education means internal readiness of institutions of Tatarstan Republic. It is a constantly
each participant of education for management activity and operating consultative advisory body at Council of higher
for management interaction with partners in these or those education institutions rectors of the republic. Nowadays
aspects. universities assume a powerful share of responsibility for

At all stages joint activity can be realized in various professional   and   social  adaptation  of  the  graduates.
forms, the main thing, that in their basis has to lay the Such experience has Kazan Federal University (KFU),
principles of social partnership, cooperation, the positive where more than 10 years exists the Center of assistance
state and public relations. It has to be emphasized, that in of employment of students and to employment of
real practice could be applied variants of use of this graduates; nowadays it received the status of the regional
algorithm part, depending on a concrete situation and the Center. It can be claimed that the program of employment
positions of subjects participating in it. Therefore, in a and social adaptation of graduates of universities on the
context of  the  designated  problem, management  could scale of all region is realized well.
be considered as model of the collective activity, In  this  regard  Council  of  rectors  of  universities,
including the analysis, the forecast, decision-making and first of all, sets as the purpose to arm the professorial team
implementation of this decision [2]. with concrete information on a condition of modern

At this conjuncture, it increases the importance of students, their valuable orientations and vital plans.
collaboration of universities, their interactions in Recognizing that a student's life is a set of the main ways
preservation of traditions of the domestic higher school, of activity of students where there are processes of
formation of public opinion and a state policy in the field formation of social and professional and civil skills of the
of education, distribution of positive experience. identity of the specialists are analyzed tendencies and

Let's consider influence on society of such forms of political problems of modern students. Results of research
state   and   public   management   of  the  higher  school, and its conclusions form a scientific basis for
as  Council  of  rectors  of  universities,  Association  of development of the thought-over system of educational
non-state     universities    of     Tatarstan    Republic, work in universities and their cooperation and interaction
"Kazan   University   Educational   District"  Association. in this field.
So, Council of rectors of universities of the republic is at One of the most difficult areas of the university and,
the same time state and public governing body of the therefore, the Council of Rectors acts social sphere of
higher postgraduate professional education and branch activity of the professorial team, staff, aspirants and
of the Russian Union of rectors. It represents an important students. From all its multidimensionality Council of
link of the organization of universities cooperation, rectors especially allocates questions of social support of
coordination of their efforts and interaction. the most needing categories of employees and students,

It should be noted that educational institutions of output     of  provisions    about    the   address   help,
Tatarstan conduct high school and postgraduate training the organization of rest and medical care.
of specialists in the directions of the higher and It is obvious that all this demands cooperation,
professional education on various forms of education: coordination of actions, close contacts of various
internal, intramural and extramural (evening), structures. It is promoted by preparation and signing of
correspondence. In them are trained more than 150 various agreements. For example, between Council of
thousand people and work more than 8 thousand rectors of universities and the Ministry of Internal Affairs,
associate professors and professors. For performance of the Ministry of Education and Science, the Ministry of
the tasks, assigned to Council, it forms the commissions Youth,  Sports   and   Tourism   of  Tatarstan  Republic,
on the main activities, scientific and methodical councils the Tatarstan office of the Pension fund of the Russian
of teachers of consistent and related professorial chairs. Federation are signed agreements [3].
Their line-up, functions and rules of procedure are defined Joint discussions of actual republican social and
by Council of rectors. At Council of rectors, for example, economic problems are rather effective. So, together with
exists the Coordination council on educational work. the Ministry of Labour and Employment is discussed the
There was actual and demanded a formation of problem of job security of universities graduates and also
Interuniversity Council for questions of implementation of questions of the training of specialists which shortage is
languages legislation, aimed at the development of felt on a republican labor market. Productive was a
preparation system on a bilingual and polycultural basis participation of the first deputy the prime minister and the
of a various profile specialists in higher educational Minister of Education and Science of  Tatarstan  Republic
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at discussion of questions of formation of educational scientific projects and developments, opportunities
clusters and creations of autonomous establishments in expansion of creation of sciences schools, the educational
education sphere. Information about development of the centers. Especially participants of Association emphasize
concept of professional education system and preparation support of young scientists, teachers, talented students
of agreements on educational clusters between the branch by formation of special fund [6].
ministries and  business  community  of  the  republic  was Regulary evaluated the degree of management
for  participants  of  meeting  essential  and  important. efficiency by Association of universities from a position
Council of universities rectors of Tatarstan Republic of participation of each its member in administrative
assumed a role of the coordinator of innovative activity of process. At the same time, most experts say that the
educational institutions initiated formation of a powerful participation of each member of the Association is carried
scientific and educational cluster "High technologies and out while not effectively: 67% of the respondents indicate
informatization". that in activity of the Association are actively involved

On the other hand, the success of reaction of only some universities, another 17% were undecided.
educational system of society on changing requirements In terms of improvement of an inclusiveness of each
of environment directly is connected with efficiency of member of Association in process of its activity, experts
forming of intercorporate higher  school  communications suggest to construct more effectively system of
[4]. The Association of non-state universities can be an universities interaction (33%), to generalize experience of
example of that. Non-state universities which in the each university in various spheres  of  its  activity  (33%),
republic of 25 and 12 branches  and  in  which  more  than to create thematic sections in certain directions of work of
50 thousand students are studied, are represented as Association (17%), to develop joint theoretical and
quite independent subsystem and organic part of applied researches (17%). Certainly, all this becomes
complete educational and sociocultural space. possible when forming stable valuable system-open,

When planning activity the Association is based on variable, interlocutory, tolerant.
all aspects of high school communications and considers In society each university has the influence
specifics of impact, both on educational process and on determined by its intellectual, scientific, cultural and
interrelation with a labor market. administrative potential [7]. Greatest influences by virtue

Certainly, in the conditions of the rigid competition of their potential, the provisions in the settlement system,
on a labor market and in the market of educational have classical universities.
services in the sphere of preparation of highly qualified Practically they were always formed in the unique
demanded specialists, to the private universities having environment, in the conditions of concentration of
the specifics, it is expedient to focus attention on material, intellectual and cultural resources, intensive
researches and  creation  of  the  flexible  mechanism  of international exchanges and communications. It is
self-defense in environment [5]. possible to carry to such establishments Kazan federal

In this regard and for the purpose of increase of university, located in the large megalopolis with big
efficiency of participation of each university-the member concentration of scientific institutions and various
of Association of non-state higher education institutions, enterprises. It  is  fitting  that  namely  on  its  base is
in the course of planning of its activity and as a whole created Association "Kazan University Educational
management of development are regularly conducting District". More than 50 educational institutions of
researches, in particular, by a method of expert poll of the different  levels  and   types   and   other   organizations
majority of participants. For example, results of the last were a part of new structure. These are schools,
poll in which 22 experts took part,  allocated,  first  of  all, gymnasiums, lyceums, colleges, the state and private
the following most actual problems: creation of common universities. It also includes two ministries of Tatarstan
monitoring system and assessment of education quality Republic (science and education, ecology and natural
in universities, interuniversity chair or an interuniversity resources), the National museum and others.
seminar on problems of methodology of interdisciplinary Practice proves that creation of university
scientific researches. Also were made offers on educational districts and university complex is a time
development of the mechanism of joint financing of command. Because this aspiration by means of
innovative scientific projects. universities   to   lift   an  education  level  in  all  its  links,

Experts allocate considerable value also for to involve universities in the solution of large scientific
perspective tasks. Among them: creation of a basis for and technical problems, development of innovative
development of a technopark zone for introduction of technologies. The main thing-that this work is demanded.
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To go on the way of purposeful and programmable Become important and social expectations also [10],
development   of   the   subjects,   entering  the  District, without which it is impossible reasonably motivation of
helps     release  of   its   publication-the   "Informatsionny full social participation of all institutions of society and
Vestnik" newspaper, modernization of the Internet site of the state in a single Russian educational space.
the district, organized seminars, lectures and many other
actions. For ensuring close interaction of higher CONCLUSION
education institutions and schools, republican and
municipal educational bodies and effective adaptation to Thus,    joint   activity  of  the  higher  school  and
new    conditions   in    education,    exists    the    advisory state-public structures creates an intellectual platform for
table "School-University: possibilities of cooperation". elaboration of basic approaches of scientific and
During this time it was successfully discussed jointly with educational community of the republic to a question of
participation  of  university  professors,  such  questions, real reorientation of high school science and pedagogic
as: "Internet testing in the conditions of Unified State on the solution of economic and social problems of the
Examination    introduction:   experience   and  prospect", region. Experience exchange is carried out, difficulties and
"New communicative technologies in education", obstacles come to light, ways of their overcoming are
"Problems of socialization of gifted pupils in the outlined.
conditions of capital space", "Competence-based
approach in education", "Multicriteria estimates within REFERENCES
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